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Ever since I started studying the Catalan language at the University of California at Berkeley in 1985, I have felt an unusual kinship with the Catalan people and an undeniable connectedness with Catalonia. And so, I was pleased with the increased media coverage after Catalonia’s massive pro-independence march of September 11, 2012, but at the same time frustrated with its relatively shallow depth. On November 29, 2012, shortly after Catalonia’s snap elections, it occurred to me that with the contribution of Catalan experts, the help of new technologies, the power of social networks, and some good translating, I might be able to edit a comprehensive collection of articles so that people outside of Catalonia could get a much clearer idea of just what’s going on there. The product of that effort is the book you have before you.

All of the articles were written in December 2012 and January 2013 in an attempt to capture the current situation in Catalonia. There is one particularly significant event that happened just after the book was completed: on January 23rd, the Parliament of Catalonia voted in favor of a Declaration of Sovereignty. The process continues to move forward.

The book’s subtitle “…the causes which impel them to the separation…” is a direct quote from the United States Declaration of Independence, which is also featured on the cover.
Editor’s note

I knew some of the writers who contributed articles for this book, but others put their trust in me sight unseen. I am indebted to both groups for their confidence, their collaboration, and their insights. I hope I have captured the spirit of their articles with my translations.

A few notes: many Catalans prefer to refer to Spain as the Spanish State, since they consider it an administrative, and not national, construct. I have followed their example here. I give place names in English if there is an existing translation (that is not simply Spanish), and Catalan when there isn’t. The concept of Catalonia and the Catalan Countries is so complex that there is an entire article about it (Vicent Sanchis).

For ongoing coverage of Catalonia’s path toward independence, you can follow me on Twitter (@lizcastro) or read my blog, News Catalonia (http://www.newscatalonia.com). I published two other excellent books in English on Catalonia: Toni Strubell and Lluís Brunet’s beautifully photographed collection of interviews of leading Catalan personalities, What Catalans Want: Could Catalonia be Europe’s Next New State?, and Matthew Tree’s collection of essays on life in Barcelona, Barcelona, Catalonia: The View from the Inside. Both are available in print and electronic editions. I also highly recommend following the Col·lectiu Emma (Emma Network: http://www.collectiuemma.cat/) and the Wilson Initiative (http://www.wilson.cat/en/), both of which offer excellent English-language stories and articles about Catalonia’s independence movement.

Thanks to Andreu Cabré for a fabulous cover, and to Margaret Trejo for proofreading and corrections. Thanks also to the kind folks who already follow me on Twitter who helped with translations and clarifications, sent me information and encouragement, and listened as I told them, in 140 characters at a time, what was happening in Catalonia.

Finally, I would especially like to thank all of the people who supported this book through our crowdsourcing campaign (http://www.verkami.com/projects/4146-what-x27-s-up-with-catalonia), and whose names can be found on Catalonia Press’ website: http://www.cataloniapress.com). Many of them sponsored sharing a copy of this book with a friend, library, journalist, newspaper, or politician outside of Catalonia, in order to send around the world a more precise picture of just what’s up with Catalonia. Catalans are not waiting for anyone to rescue them, but they’ll be happy if you know what’s going on there. Next time you visit lovely Barcelona, take a long look around, and realize what country you’re in.
Prologue: A new path for Catalonia

Artur Mas i Gavarró
President of Catalonia
Catalonia is at a historic crossroads, our most exciting and significant moment in many years. There is a lot of excitement around building our country. A country that in part will be new. It is an immense, collective project that involves us all. It won’t be an easy road, it’ll be steep, and the process will be full of difficulties and obstacles, but, if we stick together and if we persevere, we can make it.

Catalonia, our country, is a nation. A nation that, in order to maintain its identity and to move forward, needs tools of state. This nation has existed for many centuries. It has its own identity, culture, and language, and its own institutions. Catalonia wants to follow, and indeed must be allowed to follow, its own path.

It has been thirty years since we in Catalonia have been doing our best to collaborate with the Spanish State in order to build a democratic, modern, European Spain. We have repeatedly tried to help transform the State to make it ours. We had hoped that Spain would be understanding, tolerant, and above all, respectful of Catalonia’s personality, of its culture and its language, and of the hopes for progress and well-being of the Catalan people.

But what do we find has been the answer from the State over these past three decades? We find that we contribute a huge amount, too much even, and that though we help as much as we can, we are neither understood nor respected for who we are. We find ourselves with an immutable annual fiscal deficit of 16 billion euros between what we bring to the State each year and what we receive. We find that our jurisdiction is continually violated, that some debts are recognized but never paid, while other debts are not even recognized. We find a ruling of the Spanish Constitutional Court that is contrary to the Statute of Autonomy approved by the Parliament of Catalonia in 2006. And we find, finally, a categorical NO in response to our proposal of a fiscal pact, approved by our Parliament, in a last attempt to seek a fairer agreement, more fitting of equal partners, on the difference between our monetary contribution to the State and what it gives back. That proposal neither broke nor lessened our commitment to solidarity with the other territories of the State, but nevertheless we were told that there was no margin for negotiation.

In that context, on September 11, 2012, on Catalonia’s National Day, there was a massive demonstration, in which 1.5 million people—that is, a fifth of our population—demanded that Catalonia become a new State in Europe. This huge demonstration came on the heels of the march that took place on July 10, 2010, with the slogan, “We are a nation. We decide.” shortly after the Constitutional Court’s ruling against Catalonia’s Statute of 2006.
Catalonia, a new state in Europe

Carme Forcadell Lluís

Degrees in Philosophy and Communication Sciences from the Autonomous University of Barcelona and Masters in Catalan Philology. Professor of Secondary Teacher Education. Since 1985, Forcadell has worked in the Department of Education, as coordinator of linguistic normalization for the Catalan Teaching Service and currently as consultant on language, interculturalism, and social cohesion for the Western Vallès area. She has published several books on pedagogy, together with other authors, as well as a dictionary. She has written for several media publications. She has been active over the years in various organizations and is currently the president of the Catalan National Assembly.
Since September 11, 1714, as a consequence of a military defeat, Catalonia has formed part of the Kingdom of Spain. And each September 11 we commemorate our National Day, not to remember our defeat, but on the contrary, to remember that despite the defeat, and the subsequent suffering and the attempts to wipe us out, we continue to exist. During the almost 300 years that Catalonia has lived as part of the Spanish State, we have tried several times to recover our national freedoms that we lost by force of arms, but it hasn’t been until now, in the 21st century, that we have had the political, social, cultural, and economic conditions necessary to achieve independence.

On September 11, 2012, more than 1.5 million people came out on the streets of Barcelona to demonstrate behind a placard that read Catalonia: New State in Europe. A demonstration of 1.5 million people in a country of 7.5 million inhabitants can easily be qualified as one of the largest, if not the largest, in history. And if we add to this the fact that the demonstration was celebrated in an absolutely democratic and peaceful manner, and that it was convoked by the civil society, it is even more extraordinary.

This demonstration was in fact convoked and organized by the Catalan National Assembly (ANC), an entity formed by people of various ideologies and different social classes that pursue a common objective: the independence of Catalonia. We plan to dissolve once we have achieved our goal. The Assembly was formally constituted six months before the demonstration, on March 10, 2012, even though we were working on this project a full two years earlier. I was invited to join by Miquel Strubell, one of the founders of the Assembly, when there were only 20 members.

From the very beginning, we were clear that the goal of the ANC was to achieve Catalonia’s independence, and thus the only thing that we had to decide was how and when. To do so, we elaborated a road map which explained the steps necessary for reaching our goal. One of the first proposals that emerged was organizing a demonstration on September 11, Catalonia’s National Day, or Diada. We wanted to have a different kind of Diada, where for the first time the independentist political parties and the civic organizations could come together in a joint demonstration, instead of everyone having their own separate ones, as in previous years.

We knew that the demonstration had to be unified, massive, and peaceful and that we had to get all the parties and organizations together that were in favor of creating our own state in order to show the strength of our national objective, both to ourselves and to the world. The Government of Catalonia publicly asked that our demonstration be in support of the fiscal
2013: The transition year toward the referendum on independence

Oriol Junqueras

President of Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya [Republican Left of Catalonia], MP, and Leader of the Opposition in the Parliament of Catalonia. Mayor of Sant Vicenç dels Horts. B.A. in Modern and Contemporary History, Ph.D. in History of Economic Thought. Until 2012 Professor at Autonomous University of Barcelona. Member of European Parliament between July 2009 and December 2011, as an independent candidate from ERC, and head of the European Free Alliance coalition in Spain.
On November 25, 2012, Catalonia celebrated what we hope will be our last “Autonomous Community” elections. We have arrived at this point after the largest demonstration that Catalonia has ever seen, with a million and a half Catalans marching in the streets of Barcelona, demanding independence and their will to have their own state within the framework of the European Union and the international community.

During the entire electoral campaign, Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya, the Republican Left of Catalonia, the country’s oldest party—founded in 1931—and the one that has historically defended the independence of Catalonia, insisted on the plebiscitary character of the election, and on how important it was for Catalans to vote so that on the day after the election, nobody might negotiate away their dreams for freedom that at that moment, after the march, seemed more real than ever before.

And they listened. The result of the November 25 election made it essential for those of us who believe in a sovereign Catalonia to get along. The mandate from the polls was crystal clear: There must be joint leadership toward the right to self-determination and, at the same time, an application of economic alternatives that are more fair and more effective at getting us out of the financial crisis. And that is, in so many words, the goal of the pact agreed on by the two principal parties in Catalonia: CiU (Convergència i Unió), which with 50 seats in Parliament is by far the most voted party in the country, and Esquerra, which with 21 seats is the second force, and the Leader of the Opposition.

We are convinced that in a crucial moment like this one, where the difficulties of a profound financial crisis coincide with the most important process that a nation can undertake—that of becoming a state—we must have a strong government, which can only result from having solid parliamentary support behind the most important key decisions facing the country. For that reason, the major agreements consist of, on the one hand, confronting the financial crisis with fiscal policies that reduce the budget cuts by establishing new taxes in sectors that still have an ability to pay: banks, nuclear power plants, large estates, and large commercial ventures.

On the other hand, we have agreed on the steps necessary for celebrating a Referendum on Independence in 2014. These steps, which are to be carried out during 2013, will make it possible for us to be ready to celebrate the referendum in 2014. This means finding and guaranteeing the legal framework in which such a referendum can occur, whether that be Catalan, Spanish, or international law, and at the same time negotiating the terms with
Premeditated asphyxia

Elisenda Paluzie

Professor at the University of Barcelona since 2001 and dean of the School of Economics and Business since 2009. Paluzie holds a M.Sc. in International and Development Economics from Yale University (1996) and a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Barcelona (1999). She has published papers in journals, reports, and books on international trade, economic geography, Catalan fiscal flows, and the regional financing system.
Catalonia might appear to the external eye as a selfish region trying to avoid its duties toward poor regions in a time of distress. To a great majority of its population, the feeling is more similar to that of an exhausted cash-cow, tired of paying Swedish-level taxes in exchange for sub-par public services, and of being made a scapegoat for the debt crisis in Spain, to boot. The current state of the Catalan government’s finances are the consequence of a premeditated asphyxia just as was predicted by the late public finance professor and former Catalan treasury minister, Ramon Trias Fargas, all the way back in 1985. Let’s take a look.

Since the transition process to democracy in the late seventies, Spain has been organized as a decentralized state. It is not a federal country, but there is an important degree of political decentralization. The country is composed of seventeen autonomous communities, each one with its own parliament and some degree of legislative power. The fiscal decentralization model is asymmetric: there are two systems, the common and the foral regimes.

Under the “foral” regime, the Basque Country and Navarre are governed by an Economic Agreement (“Concierto” and “Convenio”, respectively), which gives each the power to collect and manage its entire tax system. The contribution of the Basque Country to the central government to cover statewide expenditures is called the “cupo”; and that of Navarre, the “cuota”. Hence these autonomous communities have fiscal sovereignty.

The common regime regulates the tax system of the other fifteen autonomous communities, including Catalonia, and is basically a decentralized unitarian model which has evolved over time, characterized by high expenditure decentralization but low fiscal sovereignty over revenues. Tax sharing and transfers are the keystones of this model.

Under the common regime an important process of inter-regional redistribution has taken place over time. To measure the degree of regional redistribution, net fiscal flows (the difference between the revenues collected in a region and government direct spending in the region) are calculated. If the net fiscal flow of a region is negative, we say that the region has a fiscal deficit. If it is positive the region runs a fiscal surplus. Catalonia’s fiscal deficit has increased over time and is on average around 8 percent of Catalan GDP, a figure that is particularly large by international standards. While as a relatively rich region (the fourth in GDP per capita), Catalonia’s net transfers to other regions could be understandable, its magnitude is not at all reasonable. Table 1 shows the fiscal balances of all Spanish autonomous communities in 2005 by the cash-flow approach as calculated by the Instituto de Estudios
It’s always been there

F. Xavier Vila

Associate professor at the University of Barcelona. Vila obtained an Extraordinary Degree Award in Catalan Philology in Barcelona and a Ph.D. in Linguistics at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.

He was the first director of the CRUSCAT Research Network on sociolinguistics and is the current director of the University Centre for Sociolinguistics and Communication at the University of Barcelona (CUSC-UB). He has published a wide range of books and specialized articles in the areas of sociolinguistics, demolinguistics, and language policy, among them Survival and Development of Language Communities. Prospects and challenges (Multilingual Matters, 2012).
When visitors arrive at any of Catalonia’s airports, they soon realize they are welcome not in two languages, as in most European cities, but in three: English, Spanish, and Catalan. At first glance, they may be tempted to believe that this presence of Catalan is just a benevolent concession to local pride. But during their trip to the hotel, newcomers rapidly perceive that this is not the case. In fact, most written information, from commercial posters to traffic signs, including all place names, street names, and so on, are written at least, and very often exclusively, in Catalan. Of course, at the hotel, they may be served in several languages, most restaurants offer a multilingual menu, and a very large percentage of the music heard on the radio consists of international hits. Spanish-speaking visitors will manage to communicate in this language with virtually everybody they encounter. But if the visitors keep alert and look beyond this initial curtain, they will soon see how a complex, fascinating, linguistic landscape is slowly revealed before their eyes. Catalan is a crucial piece of this idiomatic puzzle.

In fact, if our visitors leave the hotel and start listening to people on the street, they will soon realize that a large percentage of them speak Catalan to each other. Most immigrants from outside Catalonia communicate either in Spanish—in Castilian, as the language has always been called here—or in their own languages, so don’t expect to hear Catalan on every corner in the neighborhoods where Andalusian, Latino, or Moroccan immigrants settled during the last decades. But although locals are at least bilingual and willing to accommodate speakers of other languages, immigration has not led locals to give up Catalan. On the contrary, Catalans use it in all societal domains, from home to the parliament, on the playgrounds, at work, and in the hospitals. Catalan is the main language of instruction in all schools and universities, and it is used by scientists to do research as well as by caretakers to help elderly people. It is the first language used in the Barcelona Football Club stadium, but also in the Liceu, Barcelona’s opera house, and in all museums as well. It is the language of most local theater productions, that of hundreds of music bands, and used by the two most followed radio stations (and by many others). Catalan finds itself among the 20 most used languages on the internet, and there’s a Catalan version of several widespread software applications such as Windows, Office, YouTube, and Twitter. Not everybody in Catalonia masters Catalan: according to data from the official EULP poll (Enquesta d’usos lingüístics de la població [Linguistic usage poll]) in 2008, 94.6 percent of the residents older than 14 years declared they could understand it, while 78.3 percent could speak it, 81.7 percent could read it, and 61.8
Schooling in Catalonia (1978–2012)

Pere Mayans Balcells

Professor of Secondary Catalan Language and Literature Education. Mayans was previously director of the Catalan Teaching Service and the Service of Immersion and Language Use and currently is director of the Language Immersion and Welcome Service (all of which are part of the Education Department of the Catalan Government). These departments are responsible for linguistic immersion, education in Catalan, welcoming newly arrived students, managing languages in educational centers, promoting Catalan literature, and so forth. Author of several books and more than 200 articles on sociolinguistic reality of the Catalan Countries and of other minority languages in the world.
Catalonia has been, without a doubt, the part of the Catalan Countries in which the political and social consensus have had the broad support necessary to make Catalan the principal language of the educational system—even more so than in Andorra, currently the only independent state where Catalan is spoken.

It must be pointed out that the model came out of democratic decision making. Right from the start, the Catalan Statute of Autonomy of 1979 established Catalan as its own official language (though sharing official status with Spanish). In order to level out the situation of the two official languages, and keeping in mind the situation of the Catalan language, which at all levels is clearly and indisputably inferior to that of Spanish (indeed, it’s appropriate to use the word “precarious”, the term that appears in the preamble of Law 7/1983 of April 18, for linguistic normalization in Catalonia), Catalan was made the primary language of certain public arenas. These arenas include toponomy, Catalonia’s local government offices, public (Catalan) media outlets, and non university education. Keep in mind that the Linguistic Normalization Law was approved by a vote of 132 votes in favor, out of a total of 135.

In this article, we’ll focus on reviewing the process that was followed in order to make Catalan the language of instruction in Catalonia and which can be divided into five principal stages (the fifth of which is just beginning).

1. Establishing a model for Catalan in Education (1978–1983), right in the midst of the democratic political transition of the Spanish State after the death of the dictator Francisco Franco. The newly created Catalan Autonomous Administration was able to make Catalan a required subject, with three hours of classroom instruction per week. By 1983, 90 percent of the student
News from Catalonia

Josep M. Muñoz

Historian and editor. Ph.D. in Contemporary History from the University of Barcelona. Muñoz is the author of Jaume Vicens i Vives (1910–1960): una biografia intel·lectual [Jaume Vicens i Vives: An Intellectual biography] (1997). He has held a variety of professional positions, and since 2000 is the editor of a cultural monthly magazine, L’Avenç, and the related tiny publishing house that publishes books on history and literature.
In 1954, right in the middle of General Franco’s dictatorship, the most European Spanish historian of the moment, the Catalan Jaume Vicens Vives, published a book that was destined to make a small fortune. The conditions in which it was written and published were that of harsh censorship, in which many things could not be called by their proper names. To start with, Vicens Vives had originally titled his work *We the Catalans* but he was obliged to change it to the more innocuous *News from Catalonia*. Only 15 years had passed since the end of the devastating civil war and the Catalans, defeated as a people, needed to know “who they were” before they could move into the future.

In 1960, Vicens reedited his small book. He added new chapters, products of the evolution of his own thought processes. In particular, he now focused his reflections on the relationship that, historically, the Catalans had established with the structures of power. Using the metaphor of the Minotaur, Vicens considered that since Catalonia had been integrated into the Spanish monarchy, Catalans had gotten out of the habit of being in power, which they saw as something more and more foreign. Vicens had described in his books the evolution of Catalonia as two sides of the same coin: the decadence of the 15th century, with the consequent loss of the political “charter for navigation”, had been followed by a renaissance that began in the economic sphere and followed in the political and cultural.

In that way, the 19th century in Catalonia—known precisely as the *Renaixença* or renaissance, in which Catalonia ended up transformed into “Spain’s factory”—was characterized by a decided desire of the Catalans, who up to that moment had been kept away from power, to intervene in Spanish affairs. Catalonia wanted to fashion Spain after itself, which was nothing more, according to Vicens, than another way of being European. That is, the Catalans wanted to modernize and Europeanize a backward Spain, which was in the hands of the dominant Castilian classes which socially and economically had little to do with the industrialization that Catalonia had experienced. Therefore, for a period of years the Catalan industrialists and politicians proposed various ways that Spain could recognize Catalonia’s singularity, at the same time as it attempted to construct an efficient Spanish State. *Political Catalanism*, the name that this movement ended up adopting, was always a movement that simultaneously tried to regenerate Spain.

But Catalonia found it very difficult to have its proposals for *regeneration* accepted. The crisis of 1898, in which Spain had lost the last remains of its old colonial empire on the other side of the ocean after a humiliating defeat
On the prickly matter of language

J.C. Major

New York-based linguist. Major is co-founder of the Col·lectiu Emma (Emma Network), an opinion group about Catalan issues, and chief editorial writer for its website, “Explaining Catalonia”.
“The importance of making the language uniform has always been recognized as great, and it is a sign of dominion or superiority by princes or nations . . .”
Jose Rodrigo Villalpando, senior officer of the Council of Castile, 1716

“The utmost resolve shall be applied in introducing the Castilian language, to which end the most guarded and surreptitious measures should be taken, so that the effect is accomplished without the intent being noticed.”
From the secret instructions issued to government officials deployed in Catalonia, 1717

“It is our interest to ‘hispanicize’ Catalan children.”
Jose Ignacio Wert, Spain’s Minister of Education, 2012

What, then, makes a nation? Not race or religion—at least not for Catalans. Nor the trappings of power—a state, an army—whose unquestioned benefits they lost a long time ago. The right place to look for proof of Catalonia’s unique personality is in the broad field of culture—in the set of values and customs that are shared by a community and are specific to it, the common way of doing things that is recognized as such by the people living in a certain land and also by those coming into contact with it for the first time.

Catalans are no different from any other society in the world in that their culture has a particular language as its proper vehicle. And, no differently from every other society in the world, they see in their language a central element of their national character. This should be easy enough to understand. And yet, a common criticism of Catalans is that they give too much importance to their language. That is chiefly because, in spite of its remarkable past as a self-governing nation, of having preserved to this day its distinctive culture and of having belatedly recovered a fraction of its political institutions, Catalonia is not thought about as an independent community but merely as part of something else. To be sure, if Catalans are defined as only a subset of the general Spanish population, their insistence on speaking something different from the rest may be seen as an anomaly. And a silly one to boot. Wouldn’t they be better off, a pragmatic outsider might reasonably ask, if they restricted their local tongue to family use or gave it up altogether to embrace their neighbors’ formidable language, which
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